


a future for all 
. ‘radical’ about something existing

. well-being is essential 
. cohesion is subjective 



imagine & experiment 
. empower people 

. stimulate societal imagination
. leave comfort zones 

. turn anxiety into curiosity
. embrace failure 



upscale bauhaus
. negotiate a shared vision

. run conversations from local to EU neighbourhoods
. re-define cohesion as a value





START WITH A VISION
Start with dreaming of a better future and 
imagine what you want from it. Then, one by one, 
remove the technical obstacles until you fulfil it. 
Prototyping the experiences and testing is key.



COPY, ADJUST, PASTE
Cross-fertilization is all about importing and mixing 
ideas from different places, markets, or people to 
produce better products and services. Importing  
technology from another industry, or hiring 
people from a different company are examples 
of this.



INCLUDE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS
Design as a team sport needs a lot of actors – the 
more unusual points of view we map the more 
diverse and inclusive solutions we might come up 
with. A collaborative and multidisciplinary 
approach is a necessity to develop better and 
more sustainable products and services





MAKING CHANGES IN 
EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
- A new mindset and better thinking. 
- Staying away from dividing fields in education into little boxes 

that do not share anything with other boxes. We are definitely 
leaving students and citizens behind by expecting them to 
make the connections on their own.

- There is a need to use materials and activities that are 
interdisciplinary and part of informal learning.



MEETING PLACES
- What are the new needs to meet? The creation of new needs, 

formats, hybrids for engagement. 
- Use the longing and need to REALLY meet after the pandemic. 

New groups, new territories from a bottom up perspective. The 
ongoing challenge of reaching more than those already familiar. 

- Democratic participation – not depending on age, gender, 
sexuality, abilities… Meaning that using MANY different ways to 
communicate and act is the ”new black”



ART, DRAMA AND OUTDOORS 
ADDRESSING THE UNEXPECTED

- The intention of the place and open ended activities –
does new things with bodies and minds. 

- A combination of formal and informal education models 
create life-long-learning processes and creativity.

- Opens up TOGETHERness possibilities and new ways of 
knowing yourself and sustainability.





IDEA 1
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE IDEA

DIGITALISATION
↓food losses, ↓food frauds & hazards, ↑ precision agriculture  
↓overuse of natural resources in agriculture (plant and animals), 
↑predictive systems, ↑short supply chains, ↑alternative food
networks

Food affordability, lifestyle and consumer’s ethical drivers



IDEA 1
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE IDEA

EDUCATION
Scientific divulgation to break the long-standing traditions
->more sustainable practices

Creative approaches to bring awareness to citizens on 
science, art, finance



IDEA 1
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE IDEA

CREATIVITY
- Creativity: beautiful experiences in daily life
- Mental health
- Agriculture and food production: attraction for the tourism

industry
- From molecular gastronomy to better working spaces and

eating spaces
- Shared intercultural food experiences -> more resilient

communities





ART IS DYNAMIC
Art is not a steady object, but rather a dynamic 

transformative concept.
The time is ripe for opening a positive and 

concrete discussion on “why we need art in our 
lives”, with practitioners and users.  



ART IS OUR BUSINESS
It’s our business. We need to enhance the role of 
the profit sector in the cultural ecosystems and 

vice-versa the space for art to the development of 
b-corporations’ businesses.



WE NEED THE ARTISTS
We need the artists. We need their ideas and their 

visions for a post-anthropocenic society. Often 
between the most fragile and visionary people, 

artists need to facilitate in order to play an active 
principal role into the current digital, social and 

ecological transformation. 





Digitalisation
Data is a key linking pin between digitalisation and citizenship, 

whereby its governance should be designed as a mechanism to 
empower citizens. Citizens are in control and can safely use their 

personal data for the common good: "data empowerment".



Governance
Paradigm shift: Public administrations and private service providers 

should adopt a more humble, facilitating attitude. Citizens and 
communities lead the way, and institutions should help channel this 
energy for larger impact. Technology can play a role in that, eg. for 

establishing new kinds of interactions with the public.



Citizenship
Citizen activism, often operated across disciplines and making creative use 

of technology, can be a powerful mechanism of positive change. 
Institutions should give recognition and support to these initiatives. They 

should both encourage citizens to voice their concerns and act for 
change, while also taking responsibility in setting up support structures and 

trustworthy infrastructures that provide safety and security.





Fresh thinking
New way of thinking
Redefined creativity

Participatory & cooperative 
environment



Bauhaus of Data
Digital revolution

Simple 
Functional

Trusted
For majority



Home
Beyond House

Solidarity
Right for home / Right to own

Good life&wellbeing 


